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communicate in another linguistic
culture. W~th this crucial step in mind,
I am committed to making these
students' experience in classes as
Kristine Butler
realia-based as possible, in order to
University of Minnesota, Morris
d~velop their appreciation of what they
might find once they indeed make a
For many of us as teachers of lanforay into the culture in question. The
guage, the intermediate level marks a
internet, of course, offers a rich virtual
crucial point in the students' learning.
landscape for such a project. A numIn colleges and universities in which a
ber of sites exist that provide "virtual
minimum language requirement imtours" of art museums and other hisposes either one you two years of
toric
and cultural sites, and even towns
study, the intermediate level can make
schools, churches, to name just a few '
or break a student's desire to go on
examples. In order to give students a
learning. From here, she or he will
chance to discover these far-off places
choose either to flee, as quickly as
for
themselves, teachers can send stupossible, the language classroom and
never look back, or else to continue on dents on a "virtual vacation." Students
with the valuable and enriching pursuit will be told that they have a week to
visit a particular country or city of
their choosing. Each student will
"... the intermediate level can
choose a site or sites to visits, and at the
make or break a student's
end of the vacation, they will report
desire to go on learning."
back to either the teacher or other stuof learning another tongue and learning dents with a "travelogue" of her or his
experiences.
about the other places in the world
where it is spoken. The student who
"In order to give students .
continues past the intermediate level
a chance to discover these
will likely end up minoring or even
far-off places for themselves,
~ajoring in the language. If so, it is
teachers can send students on
hkel y she or he will travel to another
a "virtual vacation."
culture to practice and improve her or
his speaking skills, and discover the
The first step for the teacher is to
joys and frustrations of learning to
compile a diverse list of sites that re-
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fleets something of the variety of cultures in which the target language is
spoken. He or she may give students a
list of the various places they may visit,
or else direct them to a site like the
well-known "Tennessee Bob's French
Links, (http://www.utm.edu/department
s/french/french.html}. which has a
large number of interesting sites listed
under "Virtual Francophone Tourism"
rubric. The venerable Tennessee Bob
has links to sites show casing the different parts of the Francophone world-Canada, Africa, the Antilles, Cajun
Louisiana, French Polynesia, St-Pierre
and Miquelon, as well as information
on many different regions of France
and walks through a number of her
cities. Of course, teachers will have
their own lists of sites, and their own
preferences. My personal favorite is
the virtual tour of the Musee d'Orsay
(http://www.smartweb.fr/fr/orsay/index
.html) This excellent site offers a visit
with commentary (in French) complete
with a "tour-cam" panoramic function
that allows a visitor to maneuver
through the site as though s/he were

"The Musee d'Orsay site
offers a visit with commentary
(in French) complete with a
'tour-cam' panoramic function
that allows a visitor to maneuver through the site as though
s/he were walking through it."
walking through it. Other panoramic
visits can be found at Smartweb, at
http://www.smartweb.fr/paris/360.htm.
Teachers may want to give students
a "tourist guide" of very general questions to answer very briefly in the tar-

get language as part of the exercise.
These questions should lead students
through the different stages of the
"trip" (before, during, after). For
example, "before" questions might
include: "Where are you traveling?
Why have you chosen to go here? What
do you plan to see there?" "During"
questions are more experiential. For
example: "Describe your surroundings: what do you see?" "After" questions focus on summary and evaluation:
"What were the two most interesting
aspects of your trip? Would you go
again? Would your friends/parents
enjoy going there?

A "tourist guide," provided
by the teacher can include
"before," "during," and
"after" questions.
Once the students have spent some time
visiting the site of their choice, the
instructor might choose to have them
write a short "travelogue" to post on an
e-mail message board for the other
members of the class. Another possibility is for the student to treat these
virtual trips as opportunities for
journal entries, with students making
one trip every two weeks or so and emailing an entry in their traveler's
journal to the professor after each trip.

Students could treat these
trips as "opportunities for
journal entries, with students
making one trip every two
weeks or so and e-mailing
an entry in their traveler's
journal to the professor after
each trip."
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